1st June 2020 Under the sea
Talk about what sort of things you find under
the sea. Which is your favourite? Draw a picture
and write a sentence ‘I like …….’ Could you
extend your sentence to say why you like it
best?

Look on your bookshelf, do you have any
books about the sea? ‘The Snail and the
whale’, ‘Sharing a shell’ or ‘Tiddler’. See how
many you can find. Are you able to retell the
story to someone in your family?

Can you think of any songs that you know about the
seaside? 1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish alive.
There is an old song called ‘Oh I do like to be beside
the seaside’. Call Granny/Grandpa/a friend to see if
they know it.

Have a movie night, watch ‘Finding Nemo’ or
‘The Little Mermaid’. What did you like about
the film? Which was your favourite character?

Make a fishing game.
You could put numbers/keywords on your
fish. Attach a paper clip to the fish. Make a
fishing rod using a stick, string and a magnet.
If you don’t have a magnet, just put
something heavy on the end of your line.
Whichever fish it lands on, is the one you have

Can you find a big cardboard box or a washing
basket? You could decorate it to make a boat. Go on
an adventure, what do you see? Be careful that you
don’t fall into the sea. What might you need to take
on your adventure? You could write a list to make
sure you don’t forget anything.

caught.

Walk around your garden, look for things that
you think might sink and things that might float.
Predict which objects you think will float or sink.
Either at the sink or with a bucket of water, test
your predictions. Were you right? Why do some
objects sink? Why do some objects float?

Hide cvc (fox, box, cat, bat, hat) words around
the garden or house. Send your child off to
find them. Get them to sound them out once
they find them. They could write a list of the
ones that they can find. They could also write

Make a junk model sea creature or treasure chest.

you some to find.
Talk about your last visit to the seaside. Where
did you go? Who did you go with? What did you
see? Did you make anything whilst you were
there? What was the weather like?

Lots of activities are available on Twinkl

Cut out some circles and triangles. Can your
child remember what shape they are? Can
they draw patterns on them? Can they make
them into fish? Make an under the sea collage

Practise writing your letters and numbers in the sand.

